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Let Q be a bounded domain in iR3, and let r denote the boundary of G. Then 
the unsteady flow of an incompressible viscous fluid through 9 during the time- 
interval (0, T) is governed by the following system of partial differential equa- 
tions for the functions u = {ul , up , Us} and p: 
4 + vz.3 - (W4),, =f2 l in Q x (0, T), (1) 
u -0 2.1 - in Q x (0, q, (2) 
u=o on r x (0, 7,) (3) 
Here u denotes the velocity field, S = (S,,(U)> the stress tensor of the fluid 
tmder consideration while f = {fi , fi ,fij> re p resents the given body force. The 
pressure p is incorporated into S. Boundary condition (3) means that the fluid 
adheres to r. In our discussion below we complete (l)-(3) by an initial condition 
on u. 
The aim of the present part of our paper is to apply the abstract theory from 
Part I (cf. [14]) to the weak formulation of (l)-(3) under the following two 
constitutive assumptions on S: composition of a dilatant fluid and an ideal- 
plastic fluid, and composition of a fluid with “averaged nonlinear viscosity” 
and an ideal-plastic fluid. Both media are special types of non-Newtonian 
fluids. These fluids have attracted considerable interest in recent time; they 
possess great importance in particular in chemical engineering (cf. e.g. [2], [17] 
for details). 
1 Throughout the whole paper, Latin subscripts i and j take independent y the values 
1,2, 3. Further, we use the convention that a repeated subscrlpt means summation over 
1,2, 3, and that O’ = &/at, D., = awl&, . 
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The present paper is arranged as follows: 
1. Composition of a dilatant fluid and an ideal-plastic fluid 
1.1. The constitutive law 
1.2. Prelnninaries 
1.3. Existence of a weak solution 
1.4. Behaviour when g + 0 or g -+ + 00 
2. CornposItIon of a fluid with “averaged nonlinear viscosity” 
and an Ideal-plastic fluid 
2.1. The constltutlve law 
2.2. Existence and umqueness of a weak solution 
2.3. Behaviour when T + + CO 
References 
1. COMPOSITION OF A DILATANT FLUID AND AN IDEAL-PLASTIC FLUID 
1.1. Tke Constitutive Law 
We consider the following constitutive relation: 
S,, = -@a, + (kD~~-2”2 + gOi”‘> D<j 9 D,I > 0. (l-11) 
Here p denotes the (undetermined) pressure, S,, Kronecker’s delta, D = {DJ, 
D,, = Di,(u) = +(u~,, + r+J, the streching tensor and DII = $Di,Dij its second 
invariant. Further, k and g are positive constants (g represents the plasticity 
coefficient), and r = const > 2. 
In order to complete the formulation of the constitutive law we are going to 
consider let us first of all note that (l.lr) implies 
SE = (kD;;-1)‘2 + g)2 (1.2) 
where SE = &.S$S~ denotes the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor 
SD = {SE], SE = s,, - )S,,S,, = S,, + pS,, . From (1.2) one easily concludes 
that 
(S:)1’2 > g o DII > 0. 
Observing that SE and D,, are non-negative expressions the stress tensor S 
defined by (1.1 i) thus remains undetermined in the following sense: 
(@l/2 < g e DI, = 0. U-12) 
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Taking into account (1.2) it is easy to check that (1.1 r), (1.1 z) are equivalent to 
(1.3) 
D,, = [kl/r-l(R(d--1 + gR1+-7)]-1 sf: 
(sgy2 > y 
where R = (S$l12 - g. The relations (1.3) represent the complete system of 
constitutive equations of a power-law dilatant fluid with yield stress (or, in other 
words of the composition of a power-law dilatant fluid and an ideal-plastic 
fluid). 
The mechanical behaviour of the medium described by (1.3) can be briefly 
characterized as follows. If (S$li2 < g the medium admits only rigid motions. 
But in case (S#12 > g it behaves as a dilatant fluid (cf. e.g. [17j). Further, 
there exists rigid zones within the flow of the medium considered. These 
zones enlarge when g is increasing, and they may even block up the motion 
if g is sufficiently large (cf. [4]; see also Section 1.4 below). 
Let us finally note that in case Y = 2 the medium described by (I .3) is usually 
called a Bingham fluid (cf. [17]). 
1.2. Preliminaries 
1.2. 1” Throughout this section we suppose that the (bounded) domain 
J2 C W is star-shaped with respect to a subdomain Q’ (p C 52; cf. [12]). Further, 
in all that follows the boundary r of Sz is assumed to be sufficiently smooth.2 
Let IV,l(Q) (1 f s < co) denote the usual Sobolev space. Define 
V = {u E [9(Q)]3: u,,, = 0 in Q} 
and 
H = closure of P” in 
V = closure of V’ in 
Then H is a Hilbert space with respect to the scalar product 
* It suffices to assume that Q has the cone property (cf. e.g. [l; p. 661). This property 
is sufficient for the concept of trace to make sense (cf. [l; pp. 66, 68-701, [15, pp. 14-15, 
711). 
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(I u 1 = (u, ~)lp, u = {ur , ua , us}, er = (vi , wa , wa} E H). Further, since u = 0 
a.e. on r (in the sense of trace; cf. e.g. [I 51) for each u E V it holds 
where ml = const > 0 (I = 1, 2) and 1) u 11 = {Jo L&(u) d~}l/~ (cf. e.g. [l], [15]). 
Henceforth the space V will be considered as furnished with the scalar product 
The imbedding V C H is compact and dense (cf. [15]). 
1.2. 2” From the theory of linear elasticity it is well-known that 
u E [ W,l(Q)]“, D,,(u) = 0 a.e. in Q, u = 0 a.e. on r 
(1.4) 
=s u = 0 a.e. in Q 
(cf. e.g. [15; pp. 193-1941). 
Next, let us introduce the space 
W = closure of V in [w,101” 
(Y according to (1 .l,)). Observing (1.4) it is easy to see that 
defines a norm on W. Furthermore, there exist positive constants rzi , n2 such that 
n, Ill 24 Ill < II u Il[w,‘cn,]3 G n? III 11 Ill VUE w. (1.5) 
Indeed, the left inequality in (1.5) is readily verified. To prove the right one we 
set 
h(u) = t1 s, I % I4 u E [W~l(L?)]“. 
BY (1.41, 
u E [w71(q3, III 24 III = 0, fob4 = 0 
=2- u=o a.e. in L-2. 
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From [12] we then conclude that 
II u II fw,l(n,,3 B con4 u III + f (4) vu E [ w).yqy. 
The right inequality in (1.5) is now immediate. 
In what follows the space W will be viewed as provided with the norm j/J j/l . 
W is reflexive; the imbedding WC I’ is continuous and dense. Finally, we 
denote by (u*, u) the dual pairing between u* E W* and u E II’, and by ijj //I.+ the 
dual norm on IV*. 
1.2. 3” Define 
An easy calculation shows that 
a,(4 u) = 2 Ill fJ l/l7 vu E w, 
I 4% 41 < 2k III u w--I Ill v Ill vu, 0 E w. 
U-6) 
(1*7) 
Next, let us introduce the trilinear form 
w, wu, 4 = I utv3,,wl dx, u, z-, w E w. R 
The form b, is well-defined for any r > 2 (even for r = 2; cf. e.g. [lo]). In what 
follows we restrict our attention to values 2 < r < 3. It is easy to see that the 
discussion below can be straightforwardly extended (with minor modifications) 
to the case Y = 3. The case r > 3 is considered in [ 131. 
LEMMA 1.1. 
(i) b,(u, et, w) = --b,(u, w, V) Vu, 0, w E W, 
(ii) I W4 nu, 41 G cl I u 13-r Ill u lll+2 III v III III w I// VW v, w E W cl = 
const > 0,t(971/2 - 1) < Y < 3; 
(iii) I b,(u, v, w)l < c2 //I u III Ill ZI III / w / Vu, 74 w E W, c2 = const > 0, 
Y > y . 
Proof. Using integration by parts the equality (i) is easily verified for 
u, v, w E Y. The assertion is then obtained by passage to limit. 
(ii) Let 7, 5, x E W,l(Q). We find by virtue of Sobolev’s imbedding 
theorem and Holder’s inequality 
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(7 2 ;; i = 1,2, 3). The inequality Y > 4(97’/* - 1) implies 3r/(4r - 6) < 
6/[3 - 2(r - 2)]. Therefore 
Jq-“(Q) c L3r’*r--8(q (algebraically and topologically) 
(cf. e.g. [l]). Further, taking into account the interpolation inequality 
The estimate in (ii) is now seen at once. 
(iii) If J$ < r < 3 we have 3r/(3 - Y) > 2r/(r - 2). Thus 
for all 7, 5, x E Wrr(sz> (i = 1,2,3). 
1.2. 4” We finally introduce the functional 
It is easy to check that p is convex on V. Further, 
944 -G Wes W2 II 24 II VUE v. (l-9) 
From the theory of convex functionals it is well-known that (1.9) implies the 
continuity of v on V.3 
Finally, define 
@(4 = lT cp@W) dc 24 EL2(0, T, V) 
(notice that the function t H Au(t)) is measurable on [0, T] for any 
u EL~(O, T, V); cf. [3; Appendice II). The functional @ is convex and continuous 
8 Let us note that the continuity of ‘p can also be shown by a direct argument. 
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on Ls(0, T; v). Hence it is subdifferentiable at each point of Ls(0, T; v). Setting 
for any 24 EL2(0, T; V) 
a@(u) = ]z EC*(O, T; V): a(v) > @(u) + 10’ ((z, 2’ - u)) dt VW EL~(O, T; Y)j 
and observing (1.9) it is easy to check that a@ maps bounded subsets of 
L2(0, T; V) into bounded subsets (cf. (1.7) in [14]). 
1.3. Existence of a Weak Solution 
The main existence result on (l)-(3), (1.3) is the following 
THEOREM 1.1. (i) Let )(97112 - 1) < r < 3. Suppose that 
U,EH, f EL”(0, T; w*> 
( 
Y 
y'z---- . 
r- 1 1 
Then there exists a function u EL’(O, T; W) n C([O, T]; H) such that 
u’ EL?‘(O, T; w*); (1.10) 
s 
’ (u’, w - u) dt + 
0 
JT a,(u, z’ - u) dt + s’ b,(u, u, ZI - u) dt + g@(w) - g@(u) 
2 ,7 (f, v - .,lt 
0 
s VZ? EL’(0, T; W); (1.11) 
u(0) = 110 . (1.12) 
(ii) Let 1; < r < 3. Suppose that f =3 + f where 
3, f~ L”(0, T; W*); 
t1i2jcz L*(O, T; H), wy E L”(0, T; w*>; 
W’ 111 j(t)lll* < con& Vt E [0, T]. 
Then the function u from (i) satisf;es the following additiunaz conditions: 
tl/‘u E L”(0, T; W), tlk’ EL*(O, T; H). 
Further, if u0 E V and 
3 E L*(O, T; H), j’, 3’ E L”(0, T; W”) 
then 
u E Cw([Oo, Tl; W),4 u’ EL*(O, T; H). 
* C&O, T]; W) = set of all mappmgs Y: [0, T] -+ W such that the function t b 
tw*, w(t)) is continuous on [0, TJ for any w* E W*. 
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Proof, Let us introduce mappings A,: W + W* and B,: W x W-+ W* by 
(4~ 4 = du, 4, U,VE w, 
(W, ~1, w) = b,(u, s, 4, u, 27, w E w. 
From (1.5), (1.6) one readily concludes that A, is the duality mapping from W 
onto W* with respect to the gauge function C(S) = 2ksr-l (S > 0; cf. e.g. [lo]). 
Further, setting 
F(u) = F Ill u Ill+, u E w, 
it is easy to verify that 
(Ap, o - u) <F(v) -F(u) < (Ap, ZJ - u), U,VE w. 
Thus, A, = grad F. 
Observing finally Lemma 1.1 the assertions of the theorem are easily deduced 
from [14; Theorems 1.1 and 1.21. 
Remark 1 .I. Let {u, p} (U = {U r , us , ua}) be a sufficiently regular solution 
to (l)-(3), (1.3) (i.e. 24, E C(Q) (i = 1,2,3), uz and p possess continuous deriva- 
tives of all orders occuring in (1) and these derivatives are integrable over D 
to appropriate powers for the integrals below to be finite). Finally, let 
Q, = {x E Q: D,,(u) > 0). 
Let then e, E V be arbitrary. Multiplying (1) by v, - uE(t) (t E (0, T)), inte- 
grating over Q and summing on i = 1,2,3 we get 
= /z(t) h - UN dx. s 
The third integral on the left hand side of (*) can be evaluated as follows: 
,<2 s,,a 1 (S:(U))~” (&&9)1’2 dx + k s,,(&,(u))(~-~)‘~ Qh4 Q&J - 4 dx 
+ g sn, (Q,(u))-“” Wu) k(v) dx - 2g J’,, (M4)“” dx 
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(where u = u(t)). Inserting the latter inequality into (*) gives 
(u’(t), w - u(t)) + 44t), z’ - u(t)) + 440, u(t), w - u(t)) + gcp(4 - gcp(W 
3 (f(t), w - u(t)). 
If z’ E ll’ we argue by passage to hmit. 
Thus, the function obtained in Theorem 1 .l may be considered as a weak 
solution to (l)-(3), (1.3) (cf. also the following remark). 
Remark 1.2. Inequality (1.11) is equivalent to 
for a.a. t E (0, T) and all w E W (cf. [3; Appendice I]). 
1.4. The Behawiour when g + 0 OY g --f + m 
1.4. 1” We begin by considering the behaviour of the solutions to (1 .l 1) 
when g-0. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let $(971j2 - 1) 4 Y < 3, and suppose that u0 E H, f E 
Lr’(O, T; W*). Let (g,J (m = 1,2,...) be any sequence of positiwe reals suck that 
km m+a g,,, = 0, and let u, E Lr(O, T; W) n C([O, T]; H) be a function which 
satisfies (l.lO)-(1.12) ruithg =g, (M = 1,2,...). 
Then there exists a subsequence {u,,,~} C (u,,,} such that 
U m,- u weakly in L’(0, T; W), 
uh, -+ 74’ weakly in LT’(O, T; W*) 
as j -+ m, where 
j: (u’, es) dt + jO’ a,+, W) dt +- 5: b,(u, & w) dt == J“ (f, w) dt (1.13) 
0 
for all w E Lr(O, T; W), and 
u(0) = U” . (1.14) 
Let us note that (1.13) represents the weak formulation of (l)-(3), (1.3) in the 
case of a (pure) dilatant fluid. 
Proof. Passing from (1.11) to the pointwise inequality (cf. Remark 1.2) and 
inserting x = 0 therein we get 
,: U,,! llL”(0,7.H, + /I unr ll‘yo T-W) 9 const form = I, 2,.... . . (1.15) 
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On the other hand, (1.11) is equivalent to the equation 
(1.16) 
where the element ~2 E L”(O, T; W*) is defined by 
@4xt)9 4 = @m(t), 4) for a.a. 1 E (0, T), Vx E W, w, E a(~,,,), 
and W&d) (0 = 4W f or a.a. t E (0, T) and any er E L’(0, T; W), and 
k%(4) 6) = wa WJ f or a.a. t E (0, T) and any w eL’(O, T; W) n Lm(O, T; 23) 
(cf. Remark 1.2 in [ 141). Taking into account (I. 15) we infer from (1.16) that 
II uk IILr~tO,T;W*l < const form = 1, 2,... (1.17) 
(recall that a@ maps bounded sets into bounded sets). 
From (1.15) and (1.17) 
{urn} such that 
we conclude the existence of a subsequence (Us,} C 
IL,,-+~ weakly in L’(O, T; W), 
weakly in L”(0, T; w*>, (1.18) 
weakly in LT’(0, T; w*) 
as j- co (cf. [14]). Using integration by parts, the first two convergence 
properties in (1.18) imply u(0) = u,, , and u,,(T) + u(T) weakly in H as j -+ co. 
The inequality (1.11) may now be rewritten in the form 
I *(A lu,n , urn - v) dt 0 
< oT(u,, s w) dt - Q I~&‘71a + 4 I *o I2 + LT (Wm 3Q, 4 dt 
+ csnW-9 - gm@(unJ + L* (f, urn - a> dt, 
v EL+(O, T, W) arbitrary (m = 1,2,...). Letting m = m, and j- co we obtain 
by the aid of (1.18) 
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and therefore 
s T(A 124, u - v) dt 0 
= oT (u’ + B,(u, u) -f, v - u) dt 
s 
for any v EL’(O, T; W), i.e. 
1.4. 2” Let us now consider the case g -+ + to. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let $(97l/* - 1) < Y < 3, und suppose that u. E H, f~ 
L”(O, T; W*). Let {g,} (n = 1, 2,...) be any sequence of positive reals such that 
lim ,,.+-gn = + co, and Zet u, EL’(O, T, W) n C([O, T]; H) be a function which 
satisfies (l.lO)-(1.12) with g =g, (n = 1,2 ,... ). 
Then there exists a subsequence {u,,,) C {u,} such that 
U r&s + 0 weakly in L?(O, T; W) 
Proof. Setting v = 0 in (1 .I 1) gives 
2k IoT II/ u&W dt + g,$W < IoT (f, 4 dt + +! I uo I2 (1.19) 
(n = 1,2,...). Hence there exists a subsequence {Us,} C {u*} such that unk -+ II 
weakly in Lr(O, T; W) as k -P 00. We now infer from (1.19) that 
G(a) < liF+f”f @(u& = 0, 
i.e. DII(~) = 0 for a.a. t E (0, 2’) an d a.a. x E 9. Hence P = 0 for a.a. t E (0, T) 
and a.a. x E J2 (cf. (1.4)). 
The latter result can be sharpened under stronger assumptions on the data. 
To this end, let us first of all note the estimate 
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Let feLm(O, T; [L”(Q)]“). We then get 
for all w EL+(O, T; W) and all g > g, (g, an appropriate constant). Hence, if 
fEL”(0, T; w*) nL=J(O, T; [L3(L?)]3), us = 0 the only solution to (1.10)-(1.12) 
for g > g,, is the function u = 0. 
Let us finally refer to [5] where for the weak formulation of (l)-(3) in the 
case of a Bingham fluid (two dimensions) a precise bound for g, is found. 
2. COMPOSITION OF A FLUID WITH “AVERAGED NONLINEAR VISCOSITY” 
AND AN IDEAL-PLASTIC FLUID 
2.1. The Comtitutive Law 
Let us now consider the following constitutive relation: 
S,, = -A + [(PO + PI 5, Dn d”) + gD,‘“] Q, > Dn > 0 (2.1,) 
where the notations from Section 1 .l are maintained (g = const > 0). The 
term 
PO + PI R Dn dx I 
may be considered as an “averaged nonlinear viscosity” (pL = const > 0, 
k = 0, 1); it is related to the concept of the motion of a viscous, incompressible 
fluid with big gradient of velocity (cf. [7], [8], [9; Appendix], and [a; note that 
We complete (2.1,) as in Section 1.1. To this end, let us first of all note that 
(2.1,) implies 
S$ = (ml? + g)“, m=po+,+ nD,,dx s (2.2) 
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(cf. also (1.2)). H ence, as above, the extra stress S defined by (2.1,) remains 
undetermined in the following sense: 
(s31’2 < g 0 DlI = 0. (2-1,) 
Observing (2.2) we obtain the following system of constitutive relations which 
are equivalent to (2.13, (2.1,): 
D,, = 0 0 (sy < g, 
(2.3) 
D 
t3 
= (si)“2 - g tj (93’2 > g. 
m( s;y2 
The relations (2.3) represent the composition of a viscous, incompressible fluid 
with “averaged nonlinear viscosity” m and an ideal-plastic fluid. 
The constitutive law (2.3) has been considered in [ll]. The existence results 
on (l)-(3), (2.3) we are going to present below, sharpen those stated in this 
paper. 
2.2. Existence and Uniqueness of a Weak Solution 
Let us maintain the notations introduced in Sections 1.2. 1” and 1.2. 4”. 
Next, define 
a204  = 2(h + h II u !I”> ((u, v>>, u, VE v, 
b,(% v, w) = s w~,,w, dx, u, v, w E v. 9 
It is well-known from the literature that 
b,(u, v, w> = --b,@, w, v) vu, 0, w E v, (2.4) 
I b264 v, w)I < c3 I u p4 II u l/3’4 I 2, Ill4 II 2’ p4 II w II 
Vu, v, w E V, c3 = const > 0 
(cf. e.g. [9], [lo]). 
We then have 
(2.5) 
THEOREM 2.1. 
(i) Suppose 
u. E H, f E L41s(0, T; V*). 
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Thm there exirts exactly one fun&m u E L4(0, T; V) n C([O, T]; H) wh that 
24’ ELyO, T; v*); (2.6) 
i* (u’, v - u) dt + LT a2(u, v - u) dt + l* b,(u, u, v - u) dt + g@(w) -g@(u) 
k o= (f, CJ - 4 dt s vv EL4(0, T; V); (2.7) 
u(0) = 210 . (2.8) 
(ii) Suppose that the data satisfy the folhming conditions: 
f, f’ EL2(0, T; H), 
there exists an h, E H such that 
4~0 9 w- ~0) + b2h, 9 uo 9 v - ~0) + a-@) - g&o) 2 (ho , u - uo) 
for all w E V. 
Then the function u from (i) satisfies the following additional properties: 
the rzkht deriwative $ exists in Hat each t E [0, T); (2.9) 
u’ E L2(0, T; V) n L”(0, T; H); (2.10) 
( 9 (t), v - u(f)) + a2(u(t), w - u(t)) 
+ b,W), 4th ZJ - u(t)) + &J@) - Pdw (2.1 I) 
b (f Wl ?J - u(t)) Vt E [0, T), VW E V. 
Proof. We introduce a mapping J: V-+ V* by 
(Ju, 9 = ~1 II u II2 ((u, a)), 11, WE v. 
An easy calculation shows that 
(JuTu, 4 = 41 u II) II u II , II Ju II* = 4 u II) VUEV 
where u(s) = ks3 for s > 0 (11 II* being the dual norm on V*). Thus, J is the 
duality mapping from V onto V* with respect to the gauge function u (cf. e.g. 
WI). 
Defining mappings A,: V -+ V* and B,: V x V -+ V* by 
64,~~ 4 = a204 ~1, u, WE v, 
(B,k, 4, 4 = b,(u, et, 4, U,V,WEV 
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and observing (2.4), (2.5) the assertions of Theorem 2.1 are an immediate 
consequence of [14; Theorem 2.1, Remark 2.1 and Theorem 2.21. 
RenzurK 2.1. It is easy to see that analogous results as those stated in Theo- 
rems 1.2 and 1.3, continue to hold in the present situation, but we dispense with 
further details. 
2.3. Behaviour when T + + 00 
We are now going to prove the following 
THEOREM 2.2. Let u0 E H, and let f: (0, + 00) + H be a function satisfying 
the following conditions: 
f EW3(0, T; V*) n P(0, T; H) VT E (0, + co); 
for each s>o there exists u real h = h(S) > 0 (2.12) 
such that IfM G s for a.a. t E [K, +co). 
Then there exists exactly one function u E C([O, +cx)); H) such that: for any 
0 < T < foe, the restriction qf u onto the interval [0, T] is in L*(O, T; V) and 
fuZ$Zs (2.6)-(2.8). 
Further, for each E > 0 there exists a real t, > 0 such that 
I u(t)1 < E vt E 14 9 + 00). 
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of a function u E C([O, + 00); H) 
satisfying the first group of properties stated in Theorem 2.2, follows from 
Theorem 2.1(i). 
For proving the asymptotic property let t E (0, + co) be arbitrary. Passing 
from (2.7) to the pointwise inequality (cf. Remark 1.2) and setting v = 0 therein 
we get 
1 d -- 
2 ds 
for a.a. s E (0, t). Thus 
g I u(s>l + x0 I w < If(s)1 
for a.a. s E (0, t) (A, = const > 0), and therefore 
I u(t)1 G e-+’ (I u. I + J’,” eAos If(s)/ ak) . 
409/7+2 
(2.13) 
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Let E > 0 be arbitrarily given. By (2.12), there exists a real K = K(E) > 0 
such that 
for a.a. t E [k, + a). (2.14) 
On the other hand, there exists a real t, (without any loss of generality we may 
assume that te > K) such that 
for all t E [t, , +co). 
Inserting (2.14) and (2.15) into (2.13) we obtain for any t E [tc , + co) 
1 u(t)/ < eeAot (I u. 1 f jot eAoS If(s)/ ds) + ewhot s,” e’@ If(s)/ ds 
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